ABSTRACT The sortie and recovery operations of the carrier-based aircraft fleet are carried out in a cyclic mode, and there are uncertainties during the flight deck operations, which is the main factor that influences the sustainability of cyclic operations. The robust scheduling problem for flight deck operations (RSPFDO) with uncertain duration is studied in this paper. First, the robust scheduling model of flight deck operations with ternary interval durations is established. In this model, the precedence and resource constraints including personnel, equipment, workstation space, and supply resource are taken into account, and the uncertain duration is modeled as a ternary interval number. Second, to make a proactive plan, serial schedule generation scheme is used to generate baseline schedules, and a robust personnel allocation scheme is designed. In terms of executing schedules, a pre-constrained scheduling policy is proposed to evaluate the ternary interval of makespan. Third, a double-population and self-adaptive differential evolution (DSDE) algorithm is presented to optimize the robust plan, which is embedded in a population-based double justification scheme, self-adaptive selection of mutation and crossover factors, and a chaotic catastrophe operator based on the scouts mode of artificial bee colony algorithm. The validity of the established model and the superiority of the DSDE algorithm are verified by simulations with mission cases and algorithm comparison. The results demonstrate that the proposed robust scheduling method can effectively improve the robustness of the flight deck operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The sortie generation capacity is a key indicator for the combat effectiveness of the carrier-based aircraft fleet. Different from ground operations of aircraft in the airport, sortie and recovery operations of carrier-based aircraft are executed in a cyclic mode, which means a fleet of aircraft will go through the pre-flight preparation, take-off process, return and landing on the flight deck within a certain cycle, and there is time overlapping between cycles of different fleets. To avoid the disorder and ensure the sustainability of cyclic operations, the duration of each cycle is regulated, which includes the modes of 1+00 (1 h 0 min), 1+15 (1 h 15 min), 1+30 (1 h 30 min) and 1+45 (1 h 45 min) [1] . During the cycle, operations on flight deck are time-critical, resource-constrained, and complicated in the execution procedure. What is more, uncertainties including the operation time, random failures of the aircraft and support equipment and real-time alteration of tasks may lead the delay and disturb the operating tempos. Therefore, a reasonable plan which contains the baseline schedule and allocation of resource in complex environments can improve the robustness of operation schedule, thus maintaining the sustainable sortie generation capacity [2] .
Researches on uncertain scheduling for aircraft operations have been a focus for recent years, which can be categorized into two groups: reactive scheduling and stochastic scheduling. In terms of reactive scheduling, Ryan et al. [3] designed the deck operations course of action planner. The planner is embedded with the conventional integer linear program-based planning algorithm [4] to support dynamic model-based replanning, and simulation results show that the human experience outperforms the automatic planner in most cases. Wu et al. [5] proposed a modeling and sequencing approach for landing a team of aircraft in which the possibility of failed-to-land aircraft is taken into consideration, and a dynamic sequencing method using ant colony algorithm is presented to solve the replanning problem. In reactive scheduling, the response time is an important index to measure the performance, and the agent-based model serves as an efficient framework for dynamic scheduling on flight deck in both manned [6] and manned-unmanned environments [7] . Feng et al. [8] extended the multi-agent system to the aircraft maintenance operations, and an integration optimization method for personnel configuration and scheduling was proposed. Besides, another efficient method called hierarchical task network (HTN) [9] planning was applied in this field, and the method is based on expert system in nature. As for the stochastic scheduling, the main advantage is that it can generate a best series of scheduling policies by offline simulation, and the scheduling policies can be applied to online scheduling without additional computation. Dastidar and Frazzoli [10] established a queueing network based approach for flight deck operations, which transformed the scheduling problem into a priority optimization of the network nodes. Feng et al. [11] built an improved direct graph to model the operation process and constraints, and designed an improved ant colony optimization algorithm to optimize the scheduling strategy. To cope with the multi-stage decision course under uncertainty on flight deck, the Markov decision process (MDP) [12] provides a tool for modeling. For example, Li et al. [13] cast the scheduling of flight deck operations in a MDP framework, and transformed the scheduling experience of experts into an intelligent scheduling strategy based on the reverse reinforcement learning.
In summary, all of these existing scheduling methods focused on the reactive scheduling and stochastic scheduling, but the plan of temporal schedule and resource allocation is ignored, which is needed in advance of execution. The plan of temporal schedule and resource allocation is crucial in terms of reducing disturbance from uncertainties, and this problem can be solved by robust scheduling methods. Note that uncertainties in the course of flight deck operations are comprised of operation-relevant and resource-relevant disturbances, and the resources disturbances such as equipment failure can be transformed approximately into the uncertainty of operation time according to the frequency of equipment failures and repairing time. Therefore, uncertain durations of operations can be seen as the main interference factor [14] . In this paper, the robust scheduling problem for flight deck operations (RSPFDO) with uncertainties in duration is studied.
In terms of problem modeling, The scheduling problem for flight deck operations was established as an extended flexible job shop scheduling model in [15] , but more research work took it as a resource-constrained (multi-)project scheduling problem (RC(M)PSP) [2] , [16] , [17] . In the project scheduling with uncertainty, there are mainly three ways, i.e., random number [18] - [20] , fuzzy number [21] , [22] and interval number [23] , to describe the activity duration uncertainties. The precise probability distribution function of operation duration is required when using the random number to denote the uncertainty. Similarly, the fuzzy membership function [24] , [25] of operation duration is needed when using the fuzzy number. In the above two cases, massive sample data is required, but the corresponding data is often hard to be obtained in flight deck operations due to the lack of effective data collection tools [4] . Compared to the methods using the random number and the fuzzy number, methods based on interval number only require the upper and lower bound of operation duration, which are accessible in flight deck operations. Besides, the interval number is applied widely in the research of scheduling. Lei applied the interval number theory to production scheduling, and a population-based neighborhood search strategy [26] and an effective genetic algorithm were designed [27] . To solve the flow shop scheduling problem with interval processing time, Han et al. [28] formulated it as a multi-objective optimization problem by turning each interval objective into a real-valued. Ng et al. [29] proposed a graph-theoretic-based exact solution algorithm for interval scheduling of unrelated parallel machines. Xie and Chen [30] introduced another interval grey number to describe the processing time in flexible job shop scheduling problem, and new model and solving method based on the grey system theory are proposed. Drwal [31] considered the single machine scheduling problems with the interval due-date uncertainty, and proposed a robust scheduling method based on the concept of maximum regret.
As for the RC(M)PSP with uncertainty, the interval scheduling is seldom studied. Li et al. [23] proposed a proactive project scheduling model with interval activity time and cost, however, the constraints about the renewable resources are neglected in the model. Compared with the classical binary interval number, the ternary interval number [32] contains a most likely value of the uncertainty degree, which can extend the information needed for scheduling decisions. Different from the fuzzy scheduling with triangular fuzzy number which are associated with complex fuzzy operation for scheduling activities, and produces fuzzy schedule that are not intuitive to be the plan for flight deck operations, interval scheduling with ternary interval number adopts simple operation of interval number for scheduling activities. What is more, the most likely durations of activities can be used for generating basic schedule, which make it a better way to solve the RSPFDO with ternary interval durations. This paper focuses on the robust scheduling problem for flight deck operations with ternary interval durations. Based on the description of resource and precedence constraints of the flight deck operations, a robust scheduling model for RSPFDO is established, with the robust objectives of maximizing the agreement index of makespan and deck operation cycle and minimizing the weighted sum of most likely makespan and variation range of makespan. To address the established model, a pre-constrained scheduling policy and an evaluation method for ternary interval of makespan are presented, and then a double-population self-adaptive differential evolution (DSDE) algorithm for optimizing the proactive schedule is proposed, which is incorporated with a population-based double justification, self-adaptive mutation and crossover factors and a chaotic catastrophe operator inspired by the scouts mode of artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC). Simulation experiments of mission cases with different scales are conducted to verify the feasibility of the model and efficiency of the algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the RSPFDO with ternary interval durations, and Section III presents a mathematical programming model for the problem; in Section IV, the robust scheme formulation and scheduling strategy are proposed; Section V describes the proposed DSDE, and Section VI reports and discusses the results of computational experiments; finally, this paper is concluded by Section VII.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION A. DESCRIPTION OF FLIGHT DECK OPERATIONS
As mentioned in Section 1, the carrier-based aircraft fleet executes missions in a cyclic way, as shown in Figure 1 . During a complete operation cycle, each aircraft fleet should go through the processes of sortie preparation, launch, flight mission and landing. As the area of the flight deck is limited, only one fleet can make sortie preparation on the flight deck at the same period to avoid the jam. For example, when fleet A is on missions in the air and fleet B is doing preflight preparation on the flight deck, fleet B should take off before the recovery of fleet A to ensure the sustainable combat forces. Based on this cyclic operation mode, the deck operation cycle is set strictly in case of the time overlapping of two fleets happens. The same is true for the duration of sortie preparation. Therefore, the key to solving the problem is to schedule the flight deck operations with uncertainties to meet the time limit.
During the sortie preparation, an aircraft begins operations after being parked on a specific spot. Once chocked and chained, inspections of each part, fueling, arming, oxygen filling, nitrogen charging, alignment of INS (inertial navigation system), and so forth, are completed according to the technological process, namely the specific precedence relationships for each aircraft. The execution of the flight deck operations refers to the complicated scheduling of aircraft, support equipment and personnel. The problem consists of a set of aircraft i ∈ I , I = {1, 2, · · · , n}, which is composed of a set of operations, denoted as J i , a partition from all operations set J = {(i, j) |i ∈ I , j ∈ J i }. Each aircraft i ∈ I has a release time Ex i , denoted as a ternary interval, representing the time when aircraft i is parked on the spot p i , and chocked and chained, which is the earliest starting time for the operations in J i . The operations are interrelated by two types of constraints: the precedence constraints and the resource constraints. As for the former, The precedence relationships are usually modeled as operation on node (ONN) network, let O ij be the operation j of aircraft i, which cannot be started until all the operations in the immediate predecessor operation set P ij are completed. An example is shown in Figure 2 , where the solid arcs represent original precedence relations between operations, while the dashed arcs represent the extra has a durationd ij , which is a ternary interval value as well. The objective of the problem is to make a proactive baseline schedule and allocate the relevant personnel and equipments for every operation, which makes the ternary interval of makespan of the multi-aircraft flight deck operationsC max robust to the due makespan C d max .
B. DESCRIPTION OF TERNARY INTERVAL NUMBER
As an effective method to solve the decision-making problem with multi-attribute uncertainties, interval number is widely applied in many areas. As for binary interval number, only the lower and upper bound is considered, and the values between the bounds are taken equally. In this way. larger errors may be obtained when evaluating the overall result because the calculation result will enlarge the value range of interval number. Ternary interval number improves the reliability of decision-making by emphasizing the largest number of possibility values. Relevant definitions needed in this paper are listed as follows: Definition 1: Suppose that a, a * ,ā are all non-negative real numbers, a, a * ,ā ∈ R, and a ≤ a * ≤ā, thenã = a, a * ,ā is a ternary interval number, where a,ā are the lower bound and upper bound of interval number respectively, and a * is the value corresponding to the value ofã with the maximum probability, which is also called as the center of gravity. Specifically, when a = a * =ā, the ternary interval numberã can be regarded as a real number.
Definition 2:
Two specific operators used in this paper are listed as follows:
1)Addition operation:
2)Maximum operation:
In reference to fuzzy scheduling [33] , agreement index AI is defined to measure the intersection of a ternary interval number and some fixed intervals. 
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION A. PROBLEM ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions and conditions of RSPFDO are summarized as follows:
1) All kinds of resources are available for aircraft on each parking spot, so the movement of aircraft is not considered.
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2) The transfer times of personnel or support equipments between operations are short enough and can be negligible, compared to those of operations.
3) The factors such as major faults of aircraft or equipments and changes of flight missions that may lead to the failure of origin schedule are not taken into consideration.
4) The distance between either two parking spots is large enough that there are no overlapping of workstation space between adjacent aircraft, and only the workstation space within a single aircraft is considered.
B. NOTATION
Apart from the notations given in Section 2.1, some other parameters are used as follows.
A t set of operations which are active in period t A it set of operations of aircraft i ∈ I which are active in period t T due interval of flight deck operations, andT = 0, C d max . The following decision variables are used:
when allocated to the same resources 0 otherwise
C. MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION
Under the uncertain operation durations, robustness of makespan can be divided into two levels. Firstly, the probability of completing the flight deck operations within the due interval is represented by the agreement index of the makespan and the due interval of flight deck operations; secondly, a comprehensive robust criterion is taken into account, and the definition of lexicographical robustness objectives is given as follows.
Where the ternary interval number of makespan is denoted byC max = C max , C * max , C max . AI C max ,T = area C max ∩T , where AI C max ,T is the agreement index ofC max andT . In Equation (1), the aim of the first level is to achieve a maximum agreement index ofC max and T , which means that the makespan of the aircraft fleet is as close to the due makespan as possible. The comprehensive robust criterion G C max of expectation and variability ofC max is the goal in the second level.
The first item in the objective is the gravity ofC max , which represents the expectation ofC max , and the second item is the deviation between the upper bound ofC max and the gravity; the last item is to shorten the completion time as much as possible. α and β are weigh coefficients, which can be set based on the scheduling commander's actual demands.
The constraints are as follows.
Constraints (3) indicate that operations of aircraft i ∈ I must be started after the release time Ex i . Constraints (4) represent the precedence relations of start time for each operation. Constraints (5) ensure that if two operation O ij and O eg require the same resources, the operation with higher priority starts first, where BM is a large number. Constraints (6) limit the number of support equipment. Similarly, constraints (7) limit the number of personnel of all trades. Constraints (8) guarantee that only one operation can be executed in each workstation space at a time. Constraints (9) indicate the capacity of supply resource of the type k (k ∈ Kw) that can support aircraft concurrently. Constraints (10) and (11) ensure that personnel and support equipments can only be allocated to those aircraft within the range they can reach. Constraints (12) and (13) together enforce that the assigned number of personnel and support equipment is matched to the demand.
IV. ROBUST SCHEME FORMULATION AND SCHEDULING POLICY
The coordinated scheduling of multiple carrier aircraft and many resources under uncertain durations in the flight deck operation is a NP-hard optimization problem with a large scale, and it is a resource-constrained multi-project scheduling problem (RCMPSP) in essence. The scheduling of flight deck operations is composed of three major elements: baseline schedule, personnel and equipment allocation plan and scheduling policy under uncertain durations. Correspondingly, the procedure of scheduling can be divided into three parts. Firstly, a baseline schedule is generated according to the priority of operations. Secondly, related personnel and support equipments are assigned in accordance with the baseline schedule. Lastly, dynamic scheduling is executed on the basis of scheduling policy under uncertain durations. Under the pre-constrained scheduling policy in combination with the baseline schedule and resource allocation plan, the ternary interval number of start and finish time of each operation and makespan can be derived with the upper and lower bound of each operation duration.
A. BASELINE SCHEDULE GENERATION SCHEME Schedule generation scheme (SGS) is widely used to generate baseline schedule in the traditional RCMPSP. To generate the baseline schedule, the gravity of ternary interval number of duration d * ij (∀ (i, j) ∈ J ) is taken as the baseline duration. Firstly, a serial schedule generation scheme (SSGS) is used to generate the baseline schedule
and resource allocation plan on the basis of operation priority vector x. In this method, only the number of personnel is taken into account, and the personnel allocation is not the focus. What make it different from the RCMPSP is that, the baseline schedule is generated along with a feasible equipment allocation plan since they are fixed to specific ranges respectively. The equipment is not the globally shareable resource, while the personnel can be replaced by the same trade in group, which can be allocated after the baseline schedule is generated. As to the equipment allocation, the rule called ''the minimum total processing time remaining in covering area'' (MTRCA) [16] is used at every decision point that the equipments are in demand. To be specific, let S g be the set of scheduled operations at stage g, the set of eligible operations within the range of the first support equipment of the type k (k ∈ Ke) is defined as Je kl = (i, j) (i, j) ∈S g , re ijk > 0, λ p i kl = 1 , and the total operation time in the set is represented by TR kl = (i,j)∈Je kl d * ij . At each decision point, the equipment with the minimum TR kl is selected by the MTRCA rule.
The schedule can be generated in the way of either forward (left-justified) scheduling or backward (right-justified) scheduling. Generally, the baseline schedule is a left-justified one [34] . To design the SSGS for the baseline schedule of flight deck operations, some other parameters are also defined as follows.
ES In the opposite way, the backward scheduling starts from the last operation and schedule operations according to a reverse direction of the original precedence relations as late as possible. The detailed procedure of backward scheduling of RCMPSP can be found in [34] .
Under a given right-justified schedule, a baseline leftjustified schedule can be generated based on the Algorithm 1, and the procedure is as follows Firstly, the priority of operations is set by the start times of the right-justified schedule, which indicate that the operation with earlier start time is scheduled to the left with higher priority. Secondly, the allocation plan of equipment remains unchanged since the equipment is not the globally sharable resource, as is explained before, and the left-justification without this precondition may output another different equipment allocation and degrade the makespan. Finally, given the above precondition as input, the left-justified schedule can be generated based on the Algorithm 1.
B. ROBUST PERSONNEL ALLOCATION SCHEME
The robust personnel allocation scheme we present is operation based, i.e., personnel allocation is executed for operations one by one in the order of start time sequence. A time vector Tb is obtained from the start time of baseline schedule placed in sort ascending. Suppose that operation O ij requires personnel with trade k, i.e. rp ijk > 0. Define that at time t (t ∈ Tb), A t k (k ∈ Kp) is the available personnel set with trade k. Define that rcf ij = LST ij − EST ij is the free slack of the operation O ij , where LST ij is the latest start time obtained from right-justification and EST ij is the earliest start time obtained from left-justification [35] . The decrease VOLUME 6, 2018 
) / ∈ P ij is the prepositive set of O ij with demand of personnel with the same trade. The robust allocation scheme based on time recursion is achieved in the following process.
Step 1: Sort the operations by S ij in ascending order (tiebreak: increasing RCF ij ) and obtain the sequence list of operations for allocation LO. Assign personnel for each operation according to the list order. n = 1.
Step 2: Select the nth operation O ij = LO (n), and get the start time t = S ij . For the required trade k (k ∈ Kp), search for the latest operation finished by currently available personnel ∀l ∈ A t k ∩ l |i ∈ Rp kl at time t, e.g.O eg . If O eg ∈ PI ij , then personnel l is assigned to the operation O ij , thus preventing adding extra resource flows to increase the risk of delay. If the required number is satisfied, turn to Step 4, otherwise, turn to Step 3.
Step 3: If the latest operation is finished by currently available personnel ∀l ∈ A t k ∩ l |i ∈ Rp kl at time t, e.g. Step 4: If n = |J |, output the personnel allocation plan, otherwise n = n + 1, and turn to Step 2.
C. PRE-CONSTRAINED SCHEDULING POLICY
Solving resource-constrained project scheduling with SSGS is usually based on determinate activity duration. However, under the interval activity duration, it is hard to determine the time interval when operation occupies the resources. In project scheduling under uncertainty, scheduling policy [19] is applied to turn the baseline schedule into executed schedule. Currently, the common scheduling strategy contains activity strategy C AB and resource strategy C RB , where C AB is a direct extension of SSGS, which schedules activities according to the order in a given activity list AL. For any activity i and activity j, when i ≺ AL j, there is 1 (d, AL) i ≤ 1 (d, AL) j ,which is also called the side constraint. C RB is a direct extension of parallel schedule generation scheme (PSGS). In the scheduling of flight deck operations, the priority of stochastic scheduling strategy is based on the baseline schedule. Since the baseline schedule is generated by SSGS, direct application of C RB will turns the active baseline schedule into a non-delay one, causing the degradation of the performance of solutions. C AB is restricted to the side constraint of the AL, in which operation without constraints must delay until the operation with higher priority starts first.
Taken a comprehensive consideration, a pre-constrained policy (C PC ) for the stochastic scheduling of flight deck operations is designed. The policy is executed in the way of parallel scheduling to ensure that operations without constraints are scheduled as soon as possible. Before the execution, constraints of personnel, equipment, workstation space and supply resource are transformed into the precedence relationships in advance, which protects the active attribute of the baseline schedule. Constraints transformation mainly contains three parts. Firstly, executed sequence of operations for each personnel and equipment in the baseline scheduling BS is transformed into the finish-start precedence relations. That is, if operation O ij is prior to O eg , both of them is assigned to the same personnel or equipment, then O ij ≺ O eg are added to the initial precedence constraints. Secondly, the sequence of operations that occupy the same workstation space are converted into the finish-start precedence relations as the way of personnel and equipment. Therefore, the resource flows of personnel, equipment and workstation space is added to the original ONN and turns into precedence relations in ONN, thus generating an updated ONN [20] . Thirdly, for operation sets which are related to the same type of supply resource, a start-start precedence relation is added to each pair of operations in the set. The start-start precedence relation state that, if the start times of operation O ij and operation O eg satisfies that S b ij ≤ S b eg ,then the practical start times of them satisfy the following relationship 1 
Based on the pre-constrained policy, characters of scheduling mapping PC (d, BS) are given as follow.
Definition 5: For a given baseline scheduling BS and an operation duration scenario d, if the makespan obtained by the pre-constrained scheduling policy is the upper bound of the ternary interval numberC max , i.e.C max = 2 PC (d, BS), then d is the duration scenario that produces the upper bound of makespan, all of which compose the setD. In the same way, duration scenarios that produce the lower bound of makespan compose the set D.
Definition 6: Scenario with the upper bound of operation duration is represented asd, within which, the duration of each operation is the upper bound of the corresponding ternary interval number. Similarly, d
* and d are scenarios with the gravity and lower bound of operation duration respectively.
Theorem 1: Under a given baseline schedule BS and preconstrained scheduling policy, scenario with the upper bound and lower bound of operation duration belonging to the scenario set produces the upper bound and lower bound of makespan respectively, i.e. d ∈ D andd ∈D.
Proof: Absurdity is used for proving. Suppose that d / ∈ D, i.e. 2 PC d, BS > C max . For ∀d ∈ D, there is always non-lower-bound operation set , which
. Suppose that i , j is the earliest scheduled operation in , i.e. 
In the baseline schedule which is generated based on SSGS, there is S b i1 = Ex * i . So the Inference is true at stage g = 1. Suppose that when g = k, 1 ≤ k ≤ |J |, the inference is also true. When g = k + 1, according to the pre-constrained scheduling policy, suppose that under the scenario d * , the scheduling point is t g = min S * ij + d * ij (i, j) ∈ A g−1 , where A g−1 is the set of operations active in stage g − 1 and
Obviously, the set of eligible operations D g satisfied with precedence and supply resources constraints corresponding to the operations which is started at time t g in the baseline schedule. Consequently
According to the definition of addition and maximum operation of ternary interval number, the gravity of the earliest start time of operation O ef which is satisfied with precedence constraints is EST * ef = max S * ij + d * ij O ij ∈ P ij = t g , where P ij is the precedent operation set of O ij in ONN , and at time t g ,operations in P ij satisfy the constraints of supply resource. Then S * eg = t g = 1 PC d * , BS eg . Hence the inference is true in stage g = k + 1. Above all, under scenario d * with the preconstrained policy, the execution procedure can follow the baseline schedule in any stage, and the start time of each operation in baseline schedule is the gravity of start time. All in all, based on the baseline schedule generated with the gravity duration of operation in combination with preconstrained scheduling policy, the ternary interval number of start time of each operation and makespan can be calculated according to scenarios with the upper bound d, lower bound d and gravity of operation duration d * . In this way, the difficulty in searching for the ternary interval start time of each operation with complex precedence constraints and resource constraints is avoided, even though an evaluation for a robust schedule will take three times of generating schedules.
V. THE PROPOSED DSDE ALGORITHM
In Section 4, the function that maps a priority vector of operations to the proactive baseline schedule and resource allocation plan, and the ternary intervals of start and finish times of operations and makespan has been constructed, then the priority vector of operations can be optimized with the robustness objectives in Equation (1) . Since the RSPFDO can be classified as a variant of RCPSP, a variety of optimization algorithms coping with the RCPSPs (variations of the RCPSP) can be referred to. Among these algorithms, differential evolution (DE) algorithm is a relatively effective meta-heuristic algorithm and has been applied in the classical RCPSP [36] , multi-mode RCPSP [37] and RCMPSP [38] with outstanding performances, and the combinations with other algorithms or techniques, such as fuzzy clustering and chaotic technique in FCDE [36] , and genetic algorithm in COA [39] , often produce better results.
To cope with this problem, a double-population selfadaptive differential evolution (DSDE) algorithm is proposed. Inspired by the double justification which has been proved to be an efficient technique for reducing the makespan [34] , a population-based double justification strategy is used. To be specific, two populations are maintained in the algorithm: the right-justified population (RJ-population) that generates right-justified baseline schedules, and the left-justified population (LJ-population) that generates leftjustified baseline schedules. Besides, differential evolution algorithm (DE) is adopted to update the populations with self-adaptive mutation and crossover factors. What is more, to avoid falling into the local optimums, a chaotic catastrophe operator inspired by the scouts mode of artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is incorporated into the DSDE.
A. PROCEDURE OF THE PROPOSED DSDE
The flowchart of DSDE for solving the RSPFDO is shown in Figure 4 .
Step 1: Generate an initial left-justified population PopL based on Logistic chaotic mapping.
Step 2: The RJ-population PopR is updated by feeding it with the relevant individuals taken from PopL and PopR, and new individuals are generated through a differential evolution operator. Each new individual is generated by the following sub-step:
Step 2.1: Adaptive scale factor F and adaptive crossover probability cr are generated based on the diversity of PopR.
Step 2.2: For any individual in PopR, apply the ''DE/current-to-rand-best/1'' strategy and binomial crossover operator to generate new individual.
Step 2.3: On the basis of SSGS, a new individual is decoded by right-justified scheduling.
Step 2.4: Generate baseline schedule and equipment allocation plan according to the left-justification method in Section 4.1, and generate personnel allocation plan according to the scheme in Section 4.2.
Step 2.5: EvaluateC max , compare the new individual with the original one according to robustness objectives and select the best individual.
Step 2.6: Execute chaotic catastrophe. If the condition for catastrophe is satisfied, initialize the individual with chaos initialization.
Step 2.7: The original code is modified by start/finish time of decoded scheduling to generate a new right-justified population PopR, whose elites remain.
Step 3: PopL is updated through a differential evolution operator in a process similar to Step 2.1-2.7. The scheduling direction for PopL is opposite to that for PopR, and is decoded by left-justified scheduling to generate the baseline schedule.
Step 4: If the maximum number of generated schedules (Ns) is achieved, end the algorithm; otherwise, turn to Step 2.
B. ENCODING AND DECODING SCHEMES
Random-key (RK) representation is used in this algorithm. When a new solution is obtained, a new schedule can be generated based on the SSGS, and the start/finish time of each operation is transformed into a random-key. Compared with encoding in the activity-list representation, encoding in random-key (RK) representation is simpler since it is not constrained by the precedence constraints. Besides, encoding in RK with start/finish time can be mapped into schedules in a biunique way. To fully utilize the double justification, this algorithm adopts a population-based double justification strategy, and the representations for individuals in the LJ population and RJ population are defined respectively as follows.
PopL:
which is used for generating a left-justified schedule.
PopR:
which is used for generating a right-justified schedule.
Based on the encoding, left-justified and right -justified scheduling operates alternately in two populations.
In terms of decoding, firstly, the baseline schedule and resource allocation plan are generated by SSGS and robust personnel allocation scheme with the priority represented in code of individual. Secondly, on the basis of proof in Section 4.3, the d, d
* andd can be mapped to C max , C * max and C max respectively according to the pre-constrained policy. Finally, the fitness of the individual can be calculated by Equation (1) and (2). Note that since the baseline schedule is left-justified, the right-justified schedules should be turned into the left-justified ones by left justification before evaluation for the plan.
C. ADAPTIVE MUTATION AND CROSSOVER
To overcome the limitations of less reliable convergence performance of DE/current-to-best/1 scheme, the DE/current-torand-best/1 scheme [40] is adopted. For any target vector i in the G population, the mutation equation is as follow:
Where, x o i,G is the ith individual received from other population, x rand best,G is the best of the 10% vectors randomly chosen from the current population, and
2 ) are two individuals randomly chosen from another population. F is the scale factor. Such operator using random subpopulation rather than the best in the whole population as directors can search for more potential good solutions and accelerate the convergence rate. Besides, the diversity of populations is ensured, and the probably of falling into local optimums is avoided.
To further enhance the diversity of populations, crossover is operated between the aberrant individual v i,G and the original individual x o i,G to generate a new one u i,G . u ij,G can be obtained by
where rand is a random number within the interval [0,1], cr is the possibility of crossover. F and cr are two important and sensitive parameters. F can control the extension of mutation and cr can control the extension of accepting new individuals. It is hard and imprecise to give their values based on transcendent knowledge, thus an adaptive parameter selection strategy based on Cauchy distribution is given as follows:
where F u and F l is the upper and lower bound of F respectively, cr u and cr l is the upper and lower bound of cr respectively. C (0, 1) denotes the standard Cauchy distribution, and σ is the given standard deviation, usually with the value of 0.1. A determines the curvature of variation curves. When A is smaller, the closer variation curves is to the straight line. D G is the measure function of population diversity, whose VOLUME 6, 2018 definition is as follow:
where Np is the size of population,x j,G is the vector of jth dimension of the popularity average centre in G iteration. When D G decreases, the difference among individuals is smaller, which indicates that the population diversity is ruined. (16) and (17), F and cr can be adaptively adjusted with the variation of population diversity. When the population is of poor diversity, F and cr will increase to enhance the exploration ability and to avoid local optimums. When the population is of rich diversity, F and cr will decrease to enhance the exploitation ability to accelerate convergence of the algorithm. The disturbance exerted by the Cauchy distribution enlarges the exploration and helps to jump out of the local optimums.
D. GREEDY SELECTION AND CHAOTIC CATASTROPHE
In traditional DE algorithm, the fitness value f u i,G of u i,G and the fitness value f x i,G of x i,G are compared based on the greedy selection strategy. Then individual i is replaced by the better one. Suppose the optimization problem is min f (x), the greedy selection is operated by the following equation.
Based on the greedy selection, the scout mode in artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is adopted, and the chaotic catastrophe strategy is introduced to avoid local extremum. Set a counter trial for each individual to track the unchanged times. If the fitness value is improved, trial is set to zero. Otherwise, trial = trial + 1. When the maximum searching times Limit is achieved, chaos initialization is applied and trial is set to zero.
For lexicographical robustness objectives given in Equation (1), comparison between fitness values of individuals x 1 and x 2 is as follows.
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SIMULATION CASE GENERATION
In order to test the performance of the new model and the proactive robust optimization method for the RSPFDO, a set of simulation scenarios are generated based on the Admiral Kuznetsov aircraft carrier. Three typical mission cases of flight deck operations are introduced. For all the mission cases, C d max = 70.
Mission case I: six aircraft are assigned for sortie preparation, which contains about 102 operations, making it be a small-size scheduling problem.
Mission case II: nine aircraft are assigned for sortie preparation, which contains about 153 operations, making it be a medium-size scheduling problem.
Mission case III: twelve aircraft are assigned for sortie preparation, which contains about 204 operations, making it be a large-size scheduling problem. A general ONN, constructed from the precedence relations of single aircraft operations, is shown in Figure 5 . In the ONN, (Kp k , Ke k , Ks 1 , Kw k ) that adhering to the operation denotes the requirement of the operation for each type of resource. Note that supply resource requirement is ignored in Figure 5 because there is a one-to-one match between equipment and supply resource k = k . The required units of personnel and equipment for all the relevant operations are 1. Four trades are considered in the cases, including special equipment, avionics, ordnance and machinery. As for the workstation space, only one kind of this resource (cockpit) is considered. Suppose that all the personnel can be allocated to all the aircraft, then Rp kl = I , ∀k ∈ Kp, ∀l ∈ Lp k . Table 1 shows the ternary interval of durations for twelve aircraft. The operation duration for baseline schedule is different among aircraft according to their types and missions. The symbol '-' in the table indicates that the operation is unnecessary for execution. Table 2 shows the parking spot allocation and released time of aircraft for each mission case. Table 3 shows the reachability relation between parking spots and support equipments. In addition, the maximum number of supported aircraft corresponding to supply resource of each type is set as [Lw 1 , Lw 2 , · · · , Lw 5 ] = [5, 5, 2, 4, 2] . Since the equipment and the supply capacity are fixed on the flight deck, only the impact of personnel strength can be analyzed. The average personnel strength of trade k (k ∈ Kp) for a single aircraft is defined as
Besides, The proposed DSDE algorithm is implemented in MATLAB version 2017, and all the tests are performed 
B. ONE CASE STUDY
To illustrate the output of the proposed robust scheduling optimization method, the Mission case I with minimum . The maximum number of schedule is set as Ns=10,000. After calculation with the DSDE algorithm, the final ternary interval of the makespan isC max = [60. 5, 62.0, 64.8] , and the convergence curve of the upper bound, gravity and lower bound of makespan are shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen from Figure 6 that the convergence trends of the three criterions are in accordance with the definition in formula (1) and (2) . The result reaches the best agreement index AI = 1 quickly, and the comprehensive robust criterion is updated continuously, within which the first-ranking criterion is descending, the other two criterions become smaller when the upper level criterion remains unchanged.
The Gantt charts of the optimal robust baseline schedule and resource allocation plan are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 . Lp l k represents the lth personnel of the trade k (k ∈ Ke), Le l k represents the l th support equipment of the type k k ∈ Ke , and i − j represents operation O ij .
To illustrate the interval of the start/finish time of operations, a trapezoidal Gantt chart is proposed. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the trapezoidal Gantt chart of optimal personnel and equipment respectively. The gravity of operations is shown in baseline schedule in Figure 7 and Figure 8 according to the Inference 2, so the ternary interval of the start/finish time of operations can be shown completely with the typical Gantt chart of baseline and the trapezoidal Gantt chart.
C. VERIFICATION OF THE EVALUATION METHOD FOR MAKESPAN
As is illustrated in Section 4.3, the ternary interval of makespan is calculated according to scenarios with the upper bound d, lower boundd and gravity of operation duration d * with the pre-constrained scheduling policy. To verify the evaluation method, the case in Section 6.2 is taken as an text example, which produces the ternary interval number of makespanC max = [60.5, 62.0, 64.8]. The verification method is as follows. Firstly, according to the pre-constrained scheduling policy, the resource flows of personnel, equipment, workstation space and supply resource in the baseline schedule and resource allocation shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 are converted into extra precedence relations. Secondly, to evaluate the exact distribution of the makespan by simulation with a certain replications, the trun-
is selected to represent the ternary interval number of durations, and five levels of variance are set to represent different levels of distribution that σ = 0.01,0.1,0.5,1,+∞. Finally, with the pre-constrained VOLUME 6, 2018 scheduling policy and random sampling from the truncated normal distribution, Monte-Carlo simulation is applied under five levels of variance, and the number of simulation is set to 5,000. The results are shown in Figure 11 . It can be seen from Figure 11 that under each level of variance, the distributions of the makespan are all within the interval [60.5, 64.8], and there is even a certain distance from the bounds of the interval. The average makespan and distribution range become larger with the increase of the variance. When the variance is small (σ = 0.01), the average makespan is close to the gravity of the makespan with little deviation. While with the infinite variance, it can be seen as a uniform distribution, and the average makespan reaches the maximum (63.1). The result of the experiment verifies the Inference 1 and Inference 2, and the evaluation method for makespan is proved feasible. In addition, the bounds of the interval generated by this method are conservative since the distributions of the makespan are quite concentrated compared with the bounds of the interval.
D. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of proposed DSDE algorithm, experimental evaluation and comparisons among different mission cases are conducted. Although the RSPFDO has not been studied, it can be regarded as RCMPSP essentially, and four different algorithms for the RC(M)PSP, i.e., multimodal genetic algorithm (MMGA) [41] , modified differential evolution algorithm (MDE) [38] , improved particle swarm optimization algorithm (IPSO) [34] , and hybrid estimation of distribution algorithm (HEDA) [42] are used to make a comparison with the DSDE algorithm. Based on several preliminary experiments, suitable sets of parameters for each algorithm are determined as follows. For the MMGA, population size, crossover probability and mutation probability are set as 50, 0.8, 0.002, respectively. For the MDE, population size is 100, the scale factor F1=0.7, F2=0.7, and the crossover probability CR1=0.3, CR2=0.7. For the IPSO, number of particles M=50, inertial weight w=0.2, self-learning factor c1=4, social-learning factor c2=2, and selected time periods q=3. For the HEDA, population size NP=250, the number of selected individual to update the probability matrix P=20% NP, the learning speed=0.5, the PBLS accept rate Pper=0, and the descending rate=0. 8 . Besides, to analyze the impact of personnel strength, three levels of personnel strength are set: 2.6, 3.2 and 3.9 respectively. After 30 independent runs for each algorithm with the maximum number of schedule Ns=10000, the results are shown in Table 4 . The performance is measured by the best result (best), average result (avg.), and the worst result (worst).
In Table 4 , for all mission cases and PS levels, DSDE can obtain better average result and the best result, and the worst result is better than those of the other algorithms, which means that the DSDE performs better in searching for good solutions. In addition, the span between average result and the worst result is smaller compared with the other algorithms, indicating the robustness of the proposed DSDE. Especially, all the agreement indexes are 1, indicating the DSDE can satisfy the requirement for the due makespan well. Figure 12 along with Figure 6 shows the convergence curve of ternary interval of makespan for three mission cases with three levels of PS. It is obvious that as the PS increases from 2.6 to 3.9, both the best result, average result and the worst result get improved for all the mission cases. When the PS is larger, the personnel for operations are more sufficient, and the optimal solution are easier to be found, which can be verified in Mission case I and II that when PS=3.9, the optimal result is found in the first several steps in Figure 12 (h). When the scale of scheduling becomes larger, the difficulty of searching for the best solution increases, therefore, the difference between the best solution and the worst solution is larger under Mission case III compared with the other two mission cases. Therefore, the personnel strength is a key factor for efficiency and robustness of the flight deck operations. When the scale of aircraft fleet is large, or the due makespan is tight, more personnel are needed.
As for the other four algorithms, only when the value of PS is large (PS=3.9), the four algorithms can find the best result in mission case I, and HEDA and IPSO obtain the best result as well in mission case II. MMGA performs better in mission case III, while in other mission cases HEDA and IPSO which are imbedded in double justification outperform the others. Note that the proposed DSDE performs far better than the MDE, which can be explained by three main reasons. Firstly, a population-based double justification is used, which can help reducing the makespan of the baseline schedule. Typically, the double justification is applied to individuals as a local search scheme. The population-based double justification, however, incorporate this scheme into the course of population evolution, and the computational cost can be reduced. Secondly, a self-adaptive mutation and crossover factors are applied to keep the balance of exploration and exploitation. Last but not the least, a chaotic catastrophe operator based on the scout mode of ABC algorithm is adopted to avoid falling into local optimum and increase the diversity of both the population.
Based upon these results, the proposed evaluation method for ternary interval of makespan is verified and proved to be a simple way to evaluate the influence of ternary interval durations on the scheduling of flight deck operations. As for the optimization part of the robust scheduling method, the proposed DSDE algorithm can improve the robustness of flight deck operation with due makespan more effectively compared with other algorithms studied above.
From the simulations and cases study shown above, three main advantages of using ternary interval durations can be concluded as follows. Firstly, the method has a stronger practical operability which requires only the upper, most likely value and lower bound of the operation duration that are relatively easily accessible in the flight deck operations. Compared to the fuzzy schedule and classical binary interval schedules, this method can offer a baseline schedule that are intuitive and operable for execution, as are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . Secondly, the evaluation method proposed in Section 4.3 and verified in Section 6.3 takes three times of scheduling with deterministic durations respectively to calculate the ternary interval of makespan, it is simpler to be operated compared with the fuzzy scheduling operator, classical binary interval scheduling operator, and Monte-Carlo simulation for scheduling with stochastic durations. Thirdly, on the basis of the binary interval scheduling, the ternary interval number contains the gravity of durations, which can help commander mastering the most likely schedule under the interval uncertainty, and the parameter can offer important criterion for further plan decisions.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the robust scheduling problem for flight deck operations (RSPFDO) under ternary interval uncertainty of duration is studied to ensure the sustainability of the sortie and recovery operations of carrier-based aircraft fleet. A robust scheduling model for RSPFDO is established, which takes the precedence constraints and resource constraints including personnel, equipment, workstation space and supply resource constraints into consideration. A doublepopulation self-adaptive differential evolution (DSDE) algorithm is proposed to generate robust baseline schedule and resource allocation plan. According to the experimental results, the following conclusions can be made.
Firstly, the proposed scheduling scheme and evaluation method for ternary interval of makespan is verified by MonteCarlo simulation. Secondly, the proposed DSDE algorithm performs better compared to some state-of-the-art algorithms for the RC(M)PSP under different scales of scheduling mission and different levels of personnel strength, and the results demonstrate that the operations can all be finished within the limitative deck cycle. Compared with the MDE, the population-based double justification, self-adaptive selection of mutation and crossover factors and chaotic catastrophic operator are verified to improve the performance of the basic DE algorithm. To sum up, the proposed DSDE is suitable for solving the RSPFDO under ternary interval uncertainty of duration.
In the future, we will focus on the reactive scheduling when major disruptions such as breakdowns of aircraft or equipments happen during the execution, and more efficient optimal methods are expected to solve the dynamic scheduling for flight deck operations. 
